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Copper Ferrite (2*54 grm.).—When tested over a range of H of .6*4 to 42*2,

the mass-susceptibility varied from 0*0102 to 0*0169.

Ferrous Oxide (0*70 grm.).—The susceptibility (Km) of this specimen varied

from 0*0128 to 0*0211 as the force, H, was varied from 6*4 to 82*4.

In conclusion, I wish to thank Prof. E. F. Herroun for help received in

the making of the instrument.
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Double Refraction and Crystalline Structure of Silica Glass.

By Lord Eayleigh, F.K.S., Professor of Physics, Imperial College,

South Kensington.

(Eeceived December 4, 1920.)

[Plates 7-9.]

§ 1. Introduction.

Silica glass, as is well known, may be produced by the fusion of clear

crystalline quartz. In this way a clear transparent product is obtained.

The present paper deals only with this kind of silica glass. The cruder

variety, known as vitreosil, which is prepared from sand, is not free enough

from bubbles and striae to allow of satisfactory observation.

That silica glass may be doubly refracting was noticed in casual observa-

tions, made to test its suitability for windows, in my experiments on the

scattering of light by gases. It soon became clear that this double refraction

could not in all cases be due to stress, but was to be attributed to something

of the nature of crystalline structure. At the same time, the double

refraction is very weak indeed compared with that of crystalline quartz.

Glasses have generally been considered essentially amorphous, and, indeed,

this property would usually be invoked in the definition of a glass. It may

be that, in view of the present results, the definition will need to be

modified, though this point is hardly ripe for discussion. In the meantime,

I still use the term silica glass.

I have not met with similar effects in any of the ordinary complex glasses.

When these are doubly refracting, it is always attributable to strain.

§ 2. Method of Observation.

Since weak double refractions are to be examined, it is necessary to have a

really dark field, when looking or photographing through the crossed nicols.
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Lenses or protective glass covers between the nicols should be dispensed

with, and, when glass must be used, as, for instance, if the specimen is

immersed in a tank of liquid, the glass should be thin and free from stress.

Light from a " Pointolite " lamp was made slightly convergent by a

condenser. It was polarised by a large nicol. After this it traversed the

specimen. After an interval of a few inches came the analyser, a square-

ended nicol of about 1 inch square aperture. Immediately following was

a photographic lens of 5 inches focal length, arranged to give a two-fold

magnification on the ground glass or photographic plate. On removing the

ground glass, the image could be examined with an eyepiece if desired.

Larger magnification is often desirable. In my experiments it was got by

enlarging the negatives. It would have saved trouble, however, to photo-

graph on a larger scale. This was sometimes done with a 1-inch (single

lens) microscope objective. The working distance of such an objective will,

however, only admit a short analyser, and therefore one of small linear

aperture. Hence only a small area on the specimen can be included. The

ordinary lens and analyser would have been better with a camera several

feet in length.

An ordinary polarising microscope, as used in petrology, is of no use for

this work. But if a small square-ended analyser is mounted below the

objective instead of above it, as usual, small specimens can be examined

satisfactorily. A single lens achromatic objective of 1-inch focus was used.

Higher powers are scarcely applicable.

Cut and polished slices of silica glass are, of course, the most satisfactory

for observation. For quick examination polishing may be dispensed with,

and the specimen examined in a trough of carbon tetrachloride, which has

almost exactly the same index as fused silica. This, moreover, allows the

specimen to be turned about and examined in any direction. The glass

troughs used were cemented with seccotine. Specimens may also be mounted

in glycerin, with thin micro cover-glasses.

§ 3. Fused Silica in the Mass.

Plate 7, fig. 1, shows a disc of fused silica, 2*5 mm. thick, and magnified

2 diameters. It will be observed that the field of view is covered with a

granular pattern, the actual dimensions of the grains being about 0*5 mm.
;

further, the field shows large bright and dark regions covering many grains,

and each occupying a good' fraction of the whole picture. These latter

regions are due to stress, and their positions can be shifted, temporarily

by screw pressure applied to the edges of the plate, or permanently by

heating to a yellow heat in the upper part of an oxygen blowpipe flame.
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The mosaic pattern, on the other hand, is attributed to a crystalline or

quasi-crystalline structure. The full evidence for this view will appear in

the sequel. In the meanwhile, it is convenient to assume the truth of it.

It would be expected that a stress over a whole region, if of suitable

amount, would tend to make the pattern more conspicuous. As an illustra-

tion of this, let the planes of vibration of the (crossed) nicols be at 45° to the

vertical. Imagine three similar grains, a, h, c, each producing a relative

retardation, which is only a very .small fraction of a wave, as in the actual

case. Let the maximum elasticity of a be vertical, of b at 45°, of c horizontal.

Then the intensities will be

a 1 (assumed), b 0, c 1.

Now suppose a shearing stress applied to all three grains of such intensity

and direction as to compensate the double refraction of a. Then the

intensities will be

a 0, h 1, c 4.

So that the whole range of intensities is increased four times. This is the

most favourable case. A much larger stress will flood the field with light,

and obliterate the contrast due to the grains.

In agreement with these considerations, it can be observed in the photo-

graph (Plate 7, fig. 1) that the grains are seen most clearly in regions inter-

mediate between the brightest and the darkest regions of the picture.

One silica disc, 3 inches in diameter, showed a symmetrical distribution of

stress, in the form of a dark cross, marking the planes of the nicols. This

corresponds with what is often seen in glass discs. The structure was too

large to be all covered at once by the polarising nicol, thus I am unable to

reproduce it in a photograph.

The photograph (Plate 7, fig, 1) is taken from a disc 2*5 mm. thick. This

thickness will, as a rule, contain several grains, and overlapping causes

complication. A slice of only 0*39 mm. thick, which would not allow of

much overlapping, was mounted in the polariscope with thin cross-wires

stretched over it, to serve as axes of reference. Photographs were taken with

the (crossed) nicols in several successive positions, differing by 22|-°, keeping

the specimen fixed. On comparing these photographs carefully, it appeared

that there was no part of the field which did not brighten up at some stage.

The area seems in this particular case to be entirely occupied by the doubly

refracting grains without any isotropic background.

It is possible that these grains correspond with the fragments of crystal-

line quartz, oriented at random, from which the silica glass was made, though

of course their structure can only be a rudimentary vestige of the original
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structure, which has a double refraction of quite a different order of magni-

tude. The size is not inconsistent with this view. If this were the case,

we should expect that the structure would not be completely reconstituted

after melting and solidifying (if these terms may be applied to a substance

without a definite melting-point). Experiment shows that in fact the

structure does survive melting to a considerable extent. It is difficult to

make any satisfactory examination while it is white hot, because the field of

view is flooded with false light ; but a small piece of silica glass sheet was

photographed and then heated to the highest temperature of the flame,

avoiding mechanical deformation while soft as far as possible. On cooling, it

was photographed again.

To compare the photographs, the latter one was reversed in the enlarge-

ment. The two were then trimmed along a corresponding straight line and

mounted edge to edge. A considerable measure of symmetry was found

between them, showing that much of the structure had survived (Plate 7,

fig. 2). I am inclined to think from other experiments that even the parts

which have apparently changed may still contain the old structure in a latent

form, and that it might reappear under suitable conditions.

One of the most interesting properties of the doubly refracting grains is

that they are capable of flowing into elongated shapes, like the liquid

crystals of Lehmann. To show this, a strip was cut with the glazier's

diamond from a plate showing the granules, and it was heated and drawn out

in the oxy-gas blowpipe. It was immersed in a tank of carbon tetrachloride

with its length bisecting the angle between the crossed nicols. The result

is seen in Plate 7, fig. 3.

§ 4. Elongated Fibres seen in drawn Silica Rod and Tube,

For further study of these elongated crystalline fibres, it is convenient to

make use of the drawn rod obtainable commercially. Sections of this, cut

parallel to the length (plankwise) show the fibres admirably. They may also

readily be observed in the round rod, using a carbon tetrachloride tank.

The fibres are most distinct at 45° to the planes of the nicols (Plate 7,

fig. 4). They disappear when parallel to one of these planes (Plate 7, fig. 5)

;

in other words, the fibres give straight extinction. The background not

occupied by fibres remains dark in either position ; thus it is devoid of double

refraction. If we suppose that the material was originally like the granular

specimen above examined, it would seem that in the process of heating and

drawing, part of the material must have become isotropic, the crystalline portion

shrinking somewhat. I have, in fact, observed an apparent contraction of

the grains when a specimen was kept for some minutes at about 1000° C.
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Keturning to the longitudinal fibres seen in fig. 4, their breadth is in

general about 1/200 of an inch (0*13 mm.). I am not here speaking of the

heavy double strip up the middle which will be discussed presently. ,
The

breadth was determined from a thinner slice of the same, where there is

little overlapping of the fibres. • Much thinner rods have been examined,

down to 0*4 mm. diameter. The fibres can still be made out in carbon

tetrachloride, using the microscope with a small nieol in front of the

objective. In this case they are, of course, extremely narrow.

Griffith* has shown that thin drawn quartz rods have an extraordinary

and abnormal strength immediately after drawing. He has shown that after

touching solid objects they lose this abnormal strength. At Dr. Travers's

suggestion, I examined a drawn rod in this condition to see if it showed the

usual crystalline fibre. I found that it did. After the observation the rod

was severely bent, and the curve which it took was marked down on paper.

It was then stroked with another silica rod and bent again, when it broke

long before reaching the curvature which it had endured before.

The experiment appears to leave little hope of connecting the appearance

in the polariscope with the abnormal strength. But, conceivably, careful

photographs taken before and after stroking might reveal something.

A transverse section of rod shows the same fibres cut across. It is

remarkable that these fibres should show up in the polariscope. If the fibres

behaved like uniaxial crystals with the optic axis along the length, there

would, of course, be no double refraction observable in a transverse section.

In addition to the irregularly distributed fibres which occupy most of the

cross-section, there is a remarkable regular structure stretching diametrally

across the section (see Plate 8, fig. 6), suggestive of a caterpillar, and conve-

niently so referred to. Along the middle of this line the section is penetrated

by a series of tubular streaks, which are readily visible in the original uncut

cylinder as lines, all lying approximately in a diametral plane and visible in

the section with a magnifier as tiny dots.

The caterpillar structure gives straight extinction on this middle line (see

Plate 8, fig. 7).

A longitudinal section may be oriented so as to cut across the caterpillar,

in which case the caterpillar is seen as a central stripe (see Plate 7, fig. 5),

or it may be cut so as to include the length of the caterpillar in its plane.

In this case the field is filled with bold stripes (Plate 7, fig. 8). In both

cases the extinction is straight, but in the second case no definite relation

to the caterpillar structure is apparent without the help of a mica plate,

as will be described presently.

* ' Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 221, p. 163 (1920).
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It appears that in the caterpillar we see in cross-section a series of

crystalline fibres or ribbons all having their length along the rod, their

breadth perpendicular to the length of the caterpillar, and their thickness

along the length of the caterpillar.

Eegarding each such ribbon as a rectangular solid, the optical observations

described are summarised by saying that it gives straight extinction on every

face. Advantage has been taken of this special structure to estimate the

strength of the double refraction. Looking along the length of the cater-

pillar, i.e., through the thickness of the ribbons, we have a series of crystals

all arrayed in the same way, and pretty closely packed together, though

apparently there is isotropic material between them. These crystals all

cooperate, and by using a thick slice a relative retardation can be got large

enough to be easily measured. The (longitudinal) slice used was 7*1 mm. in

thickness, and showed a stripe as in Plate 7, fig. 4.

For estimating the double refraction, a quartz wedge was used with the

axis of the crystal along its length.

The specimen was superposed on it, length to length, so that, between

crossed nieols, the stripe crossed the coloured bands showing Newton's scale

of colours. The place where it crossed the narrow and well-defined band

corresponding to the tint of passage, was marked by a displacement of the

latter towards the thick end by 2*5 mm. as measured on the ground glass

screen of the camera. The distance between two successive order on the

same (magnified) scale was 12 mm. Thus the relative retardation in the

stripe was 0*21 of a wave, or, per millimetre thickness 0*029 of a wave.

Crystalline quartz, perpendicular to the axis, would give an effect no less than

sixty times as great.

A similar determination was made on a transverse section of the rod,

12 mm. thick. The caterpillar was placed along the length of the quartz

wedge, and displaced the sensitive tint to the thick end of the wedge by

3*5 mm., on the same scale as before. Thus 1 mm. thickness would give 0*029

wave retardation, for light travelling along the rod. This is about the same as

the value in the previous case ; indeed, the measurement is not good enough to

decide which is the larger.

In the third direction a considerable thickness cannot be got, but it was

established that the double refraction in this direction was such as to

cooperate with a quartz wedge with its length parallel to the fibres, instead

of neutralising it. The quartz wedge is here introduced only for convenience

of statement. The actual determination was made by means of a plate of

mica, giving the sensitive tint. A silica rod was rotated about its (vertical)

axis in the tank. When the structure was edge on, a yellow stripe was seen,
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of lower tint than the mica alone. When it was broadside on a broader blue

band appeared of higher tint than the mica alone and of breadth equal to the

length of the caterpillar, which showed that it belonged to that structure.

In this case then if we observe at right angles to the length of a fibre, the

greatest optical elasticity is along the fibre in one azimuth, and perpen-

dicular to it in the other.

I have however met with another specimen which behaved quite differently.

In this case one particular fibre was so thick and conspicuous that it could be

followed individually right through a rotation. The tint was blue or green,

and therefore the fibre cooperated with the mica in all azimuths. It was

suspected that the strength of the action varied in different azimuths, but

this would be expected in any case if the fibre is not of circular cross-section ,

Since all fibres are not alike, we may perhaps suppose that when a fibre

originates in a grain, which of the principal directions will be stretched

depends on the accident of how the grain is oriented.

With regard to the origin of the caterpillar structure, it appears to be

intimately connected with the way in which the silica is worked. Some

observations on the transverse section of silica tubes show that they are

sometimes lined internally with ribbon-like crystals, the breadth of the

ribbon lying along the radius. If a tube of this kind is flattened and

collapsed, something like the caterpillar structure may be expected, and it

survives the drawing-out process. The minute holes along the central line of

the caterpillar represent imperfect closing up when the original cylinder is

collapsed.

The actual dimensions of the ribbons are not of special significance,

depending as they do on to what length the mass of viscous silica is drawn

out. Those in the specimens photographed were often about J mm. broad

and 1/10 mm. thick. The caterpillar was 6 mm. long, and 1 mm. broad, and

the median line, which was best seen in a longitudinal section (fig. 4),

separated the crystalline ribbons by about 1/10 mm.

The fact that these longitudinal fibres or ribbons allow of being drawn out

to large multiples of their original length seems to assimilate them to

Lehmann's liquid crystals. To study their behaviour further, a rod 1 cm.

diameter was drawn down locally in the blowpipe, so as to give it a waist of

about half this diameter, carefully avoiding any twist while the material was

soft. The material was then ground down to form a plank in section about

2 mm. thick, which included all the conspicuous fibres of the caterpillar

structure. A photograph, with nicols set at 45° to the length, is shown

in Plate 8, fig. 9. It will be noticed how the fibres bend in at the waist.

By rotating the crossed nicols relative to the section, it was established
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that, when they are inclined to the original direction (greatest angle about

20°), the position for extinction is along the direction of the fibre at the point

examined. In other words, for extinction, the nicols must be along the

tangent and normal to the (curved) fibre. The direction of extinction

follows the sinuosities of the fibre itself.

The same was observed in a thinner rod, bent twice at right angles, and

immersed in carbon tetrachloride, to annul refraction.

Returning to the case of a drawn-out rod, it was interesting to examine

the effect of twisting it while soft. Plate 8, fig. 10, shows this. A twist of

180 degrees was given, and the section prepared as before. The confusion of

the fibres which results is very apparent.

The fibres evidently persist very obstinately when the material is heated

and drawn. I have not succeeded in getting rid of them in a rod, even when

it was kept fused for some minutes at the highest temperature of the flame,

though in this way all visible streakiness was got rid of, and the rod was

shortened and thickened.

Plate 8, fig. 11, which is a silica crucible lid, shows this persistency of the

fibres. Incidentally, it suggests how the lid has been made from the bottom

of a bulb blown from tubing.

§ 5. Bright Crosses.

Silica glass sometimes shows bright crosses in polarised light, which are

very brilliant compared with the crystalline structure which has been

discussed (fig. 11). These crosses are found, so far as my experience

goes, only in silica which has not been repeatedly reheated and worked.

They are commonest in material that has only been heated once, and are

never found in drawn rod and tube, or in built up optical silica.

Examination with an ordinary polarising microscope shows that they are

always centred on an inclusion in the silica glass, which itself shows

relatively strong double refraction, and which may have dimensions com-

parable with 0"1 mm. or 0*2 mm. The cross itself is much larger, say 1 mm.

or 2 mm., and is situated in the silica glass, the inclusion merely occupying

the centre.

These crosses are obviously due to stress, and may be closely imitated by

driving a conical metal plug into a piece of sheet celluloid (Plate 8, fig. 12).

At first the two cases were considered identical, the stress being referred

to differential contraction during cooling. It occurred to me, however, that

the inclusion would almost certainly shrink very much more than the glass,

which has a quite exceptionally small expansion coefficient. In this case

the only possible system of stresses would be a radial tension and a
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circumferential compression, whereas in the plugged celluloid these relations

are inverted.

The two structures were arranged side by side in the field of view, and a

plate of mica giving the sensitive tint (one wave retardation for the yellow)

was superposed. It was found that, if, e.g., the first and third bright quadrants

in the silica cross raised the interferential tint, the same quadrants in the

celluloid lowered it. The fact that there is a radial tension round the

inclusion shows that the surrounding glass does not part company with it on

shrinking.

The inclusions were kindly examined by my colleagues, Prof. Watts

and Mr. A. Holmes, using penological methods. They came to the con-

clusion that these consisted of crystalline quartz, and this is in harmony with

the fact that it is the less worked samples of silica glass which contain them.

Still, it seems somewhat mysterious that they should remain unmelted and

retain their sharp outlines after even one melting of the entire surroundings.

§ 6. Optical Silica.

This is built up by the slow addition of powdered material to a mass slowly

rotated and traversed.* In this way a cylindrical mass is obtained, which

may be cut into circular discs. Such discs examined between crossed nicols

show a remarkable structure (Plate 9, figs. 14, 15) in which the spiral course

in which the material is built up is traceable, particularly near the middle.

The photographs show a resemblance to the interference figure of a uniaxial

crystal in convergent light, but this resemblance is merely superficial. The

successive black rings in figs. 13, 14 do not represent successive orders, but

each is a return to zero retardation. No colours are seen, the retardation

being in no case more than a fraction of a wave. Moreover, the rays used are

not appreciably convergent, but all nearly perpendicular to the plate itself.

The appearances are, I believe, due in the main to stress, but the granular

crystalline structure is seen superposed on it: the latter is best seen in the

less bright parts of the pattern ; but is traceable over the greater part of fig. 13.

Most of the structures already considered are not attributed to stress, and

the question presents itself, what definite criterion have we for deciding

between stress and crystalline structure ?

The answer is that double refraction of an element of volume due to stress

necessarily depends on the forces exercised upon it by the neighbouring parts
;

and if these forces are changed by cutting the material away, the double

refraction will be changed in strength and direction—though not necessarily

made weaker.

* Kent and Lacell, British Patent No. 10930 of 1910.
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On the other hand, a purely crystalline pattern will be unaffected by cutting

neighbouring material away.

To apply this criterion to the case of the " optical " silica, a circular disc

was cut into sectors, and two of these were reassembled by cementing them

in their original relative positions with Canada balsam on a piece of glass.

The preparation was placed between crossed nicols, with their principal

planes at 45° to the line of section, thus bringing the rings, where interrupted

by the cut, into the most favourable position for brightness. A photograph

was taken (Plate 9, fig. 16) which shows that each bright ring is interrupted

at some little distance on either side of the cut, the interruption being com-

parable with the breadth of the ring. In this case the effects are due to

stress and the stress is of such a kind that the material can relieve itself near

the free edge, and shows no double refraction there.*

The two brightest rings are in circumferential compression and radial

tension, but the intermediate ring, which is broader and less bright, is in the

opposite state. The conditions of equilibrium require this, and the fact was

verified by superposing a mica plate showing the sensitive tint. If this was

so turned as to lower the interferential tint of the outer and narrower

rings, the tint of the intermediate bright ring was raised. The sign of the

stress was determined by comparison with celluloid stressed by a metal plug

forced into it.

It was also determined by the application of radial pressure in a screw

press. This had the effect of darkening the two narrower bright rings, and

brightening up the intermediate broader one. If the pressure was adjusted

so as to quench the bright rings, then the granular crystalline structure

came into view. This and other observations show that it is merely masked

by the bright rings, and is present all over the outer parts, at least, of the

specimen. As regards the inner parts of these discs it is more difficult to

speak. Plate 9, fig. 14, seems to show the granular structure all over, but

Plate 9, iig. 15, is more suggestive at first sight of fibres wound up into

spiral form in the regions near the centre. Upon the whole, however, I

believe that the central part of fig. 14 represents a stress structure.

At all events, the facts above mentioned seem to decide in favour of

stress as an explanation of the conspicuous outer rings. We may contrast this

case with that of the longitudinal stripes seen in a plankwise section of a

drawn rod (figs. 4, 8). These stripes in many cases extend to the very edge,

though, of course, there are some that fade out in • that neighbourhood

as in any other part of the specimen. Special note may be taken of the

* Another kind of stress effect is seen in Plate 7, fig. 5, where the position of the nicols

is such as to show nothing of the true crystalline fibres.
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broad double stripe in the middle, which is a section of the caterpillar

structure.

Eeturning to Plate 9, fig. 15, it is suggested to me by Mr. Keynolds, of the

Silica Syndicate, that the bold outer rings are probably connected with a

periodic general reheating of the mass in the electric arc furnace, which is

found necessary in the course of laying on the outer layers of material. But

I confess it is not clear to me how this should produce stresses. One would

rather expect it to alleviate them, as it is intended to do.

Some tests were made of the effect of a steady temperature, estimated at

about 1000° C, on the optical silica discs.

I give these experiments in detail, stating all that was done, though it may

be that some points are unessential.

A silica disc, as received, was cut into two thinner discs, each about 1 mm.

thick, and the sides polished by the optician. After one of them had been

photographed in the polariscope, both discs were placed in a platinum

crucible, heated in a Meker furnace, and kept at a full red heat for about

two hours. After that time they were taken out, and, in order to examine

them at once, they were quenched in water. It was anticipated, from the

usual behaviour of articles made of silica, that this could be done without

harm. In fact, however, the (polished) surface showed a superficial network

of fine cracks.* These were ground out and the surfaces repolished. A
photograph taken after that showed that the structure had entirely dis-

appeared (Plate 9, fig. 17).

One of the discs was further heated under the same conditions for about

ten minutes, and observed and photographed again. To my great astonish-

ment the structure had to a large extent reappeared (Plate 9, fig. 17), and it

showed not only the crystalline granules, but also the ring structure, which

(on the evidence above given) is attributed to stress.

Although I saw no possibility of mistake, yet it was satisfactory to be able

to repeat the test on the other specimen with the great advantage of knowing

what to expect. In this case the structure, quite invisible at first, came

out distinctly in five minutes. It attained the fullest re-development in about

twenty minutes and then gradually faded again, and in an hour from the start

had almost gone. These times were noted from the commencement of the

reheating, but include only the time actually in the furnace, and not the time

needed for examination. Photographs were taken at each stage.

I do not know what is to be thought of these effects. JSTo doubt much

further work is needed to elucidate them, but I have not thought it well

* This may have been due to some modification of the surface produced by the

polishing operation.
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either to delay further the appearance of this paper or to omit all mention of

them. With further prolonged heating, devitrification occurs in all kinds

of silica glass. This is generally regarded as due to the formation of

tridymite, which is of much stronger double refraction than the structure

here discussed. Upon the phenomenon of devitrification I do not enter.

§7. Summary.

1. Although glasses in general have no double refraction, except that due

to bad annealing, yet silica glass is found to have a doubly refracting struc-

ture, which cannot be so accounted for, and must rather be regarded as

crystalline.

2. The double refraction is very weak, of the order of one-sixtieth that of

crystalline quartz.

3. In a mass of silica which has been melted, but not drawn or blown, the

structure consists of doubly refracting grains, with dimensions of about |- mm.,

oriented at random. These grains may correspond to the original fragments

of quartz, which were melted to form the glass, but this is uncertain. At all

events, the grains are very persistent and individually survive a remelting of

the material.

4. If the grained material is drawn out while soft, the grains are elongated

into crystalline, fibres or ribbons. These fibres always give " straight extinc-

tion " in the polariscope, and their length is along one axis of the elipsoid of

optical elasticity, but apparently not always along the same axis. The fact

that the crystalline grains can be made to flow in this way assimilates them

to Lehmann's liquid crystals.

5. If the material is bent or twisted the fibres follow its course unbroken,

and are always extinguished in the polariscope if the nicols are set along the

tangent and normal to their direction at any point.

6. Fused silica sometimes contains isolated small inclusions of quartz, with

angular outlines, which have escaped vitrification. These are conspicuous in

the polariscope by the strain effects they produce in the surrounding glass,

7. Discs of " optical silica/
5

which are built up by a special process, show a

most curious strain structure, on which the crystalline grains are super-

posed.

A heat treatment is described which resulted in the complete disappear-

ance of all this structure and its subsequent reappearance.

In conclusion, I wish to express my best thanks to Lady Bxicker for the

loan of large nicol prisms, which have greatly facilitated the work.
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296 Double Refraction and Crystalline Structure of Silica Glass.

DESCBIPTION OF PLATES.

Plate 7.

Fig. 1.—Disc of silica, ordinary quality, x 2 diameters.

Fig. 2.—Sheet silica, ordinary quality. As received right half. After fusion left half.

x 4 diameters.

Fig. 3.—Strip of sheet silica. Ordinary quality. Lower part drawn out in oxygen

blowpipe, x 2 diameters.

Fig. 4.—Plankwise section of silica rod. Nicols at 45° to the length, x 2 diameters.

Fig. 5.—'The same. Nicols parallel and perpendicular to length, x 2 diameters.

Fig. 8.—Plankwise. Section at right angles to the previous (figs. 4 and 5). Nicols at

45°. x 2 diameters.

Plate 8.

Fig. 6.—Transverse section of a drawn silica rod. Nicols at 45°. x 4 diameters.

Fig. 7.—The same. Nicols at 45°. x 4 diameters.

Fig. 9.—Section similar to fig. 8 (Plate 1), but rod drawn out in blowpipe before cutting

section, x 2 diameters.

Fig. 10.-—Similar to fig. 9, but twisted through 180° in the process of drawing out.

x 2 diameters.

Fig. 11.—Lid of silica crucible. x2 diameters.

Fig. 12.—Plate of ordinary quality silica. Shows bright crosses each entered on an

inclusion of crystalline quartz, x 2 diameters.

Plate 9.

Fig. 13.—Sheet celluloid, stressed with metal plug, in imitation of No. 12. x 2 diameters.

Fig. 14.™Disc of optical silica, as received, x 2 diameters.

Fig. 15.-—Another ditto, x 2 diameters.

Fig. 16.—Sectors of a silica disc, cut and reassembled. (Part of each sector only is

shown.) x 6 diameters.

Fig. 17.—Disc No. 15, after heating to redness for two hours and quenching.

x 2 diameters.

Fig. 18.—The same, after further heating, x 2 diameters.

Note.—The photographs 15, 17, 18, though they represent the same disc, are not on

exactly the same scale, nor similarly oriented. The nicol used as analyser in all cases

slightly distorts the circular outline, making it oval.
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Plate 7,

Fig. 1.—Disc of silica, ordinary quality, x 2 diameters.

Fig. 2.—Sheet silica, ordinary quality. As received right half. After fusion left half.

x4 diameters.

Fig. 3.—Strip of sheet silica. Ordinary quality. Lower part drawn out in oxygen

blowpipe, x 2 diameters.

Fig. 4.—Plank-wise section of silica rod. Nicols at 45" to the length, x 2 diameters.

Fig. 5.—The same. Nicola parallel and perpendicular to length, x 2 diameters.

Fig. 8.—Plankwise. Section at right angles to the previous (figs. 4 and 5). Nicols at

45°. x 2 diameters.



Plate 1

Fig. 6.—Transverse section of a drawn silica rod. Nieols at 45°. x4 diameters.

Fig. 7.—The same. Nieols at 46°. x4 diameters.

Fig. 9.—Section similar to fig. 8 (Plate 1), but rod drawn out in blowpipe before cutting

section, x 2 diameters.

Fig. 10.—Similar to fig. 9, but twisted through 180" in the process of drawing out.

x 2 diameters.

Fig. 11.—Lid of silica crucible. x2 diameters.

Fig. 12.—Plate of ordinary quality silica. Shows bright crosses each entered on an

inclusion of crystalline quartz. x2 diameters.



Plate 9.

Fig. 13.—Sheet celluloid, stressed with metal plug, in imitation of No. 12. x 2 diameters.

Fig. 14.—Disc of optical silica, as received. x2 diameters.

Fig. 15.—Another ditto, x 2 diameters.

Fig. 16.—Sectors of a silica disc, cut and reassembled. (Part of each sector only is

shown.) x6 diameters.

Fig. 17.—Disc No. 15, after heating to redness for two hours and quenching.

x 2 diameters.

Fig. 18.—The same, after further heating, x 2 diameters.

Note.—The photographs 15, 17, 18, though they represent the same disc, are not on

exactly the same scale, nor similarly oriented. The nicol used as analyser in all cases

slightly distorts the circular outline, making it oval.


